
Starships D6 / Tagge Industries Shipyards Limited Achtnak Turbine Station

Name: Tagge Industries Shipyards Limited Achtnak Turbine

Station

Type: Space Station

Scale: Capital

Length: 1,500 meters

Skill: Capital Ship Piloting: Turbine Station

Crew: 894; Skeleton: 58/+10

Crew Skill: Capital Ship Piloting 5D, Capital Ship Gunnery 5D,

Starship Gunnery 5D, Starship Shields 4D, Astrogation 4D

Passengers/Security: up to 2,000

Cargo Capacity: 5,000 tonnes

Consumables: 1 Year

Cost: Millions of credits

Hyperdrive Multiplier: x4

Hyperdrive Backup: x20

Nav Computer: Yes

Maneuverability: 0D

Space: 1

Atmosphere: 230; 700 kmh

Hull: 4D

Shields: 1D

Sensors:

        Passive: 50/0D

        Scan: 100/1D

        Search: 150/2D

        Focus: 3/2D+2

Carries:

        TIE/LN starfighter squadrons[

        External Docking Facilities for Capital Ships

Game Notes: Although capable of carrying itself between targets at slow speeds, this structure is

considered a Space Station rather than a Capital ship.

Weapons:

        Giant turbines

                Game Notes: After taking up position with the atmosphere of a planet, the turbines an create

atmospheric vortices which can either reduce or increase penalties to pilot through the atmosphere by up

to 5D. Creating safe zones in turbulent atmospheres (as it is used at Yavin), or storms which can cause

Starships and Speeders to crash.



Description: Achtnak Turbine Station was constructed by Baron Orman Tagge shortly after the Battle of

Yavin. It was named after the achtnak predator from Tagge's homeworld of Tepasi.

The Achtnak Turbine Station was the size of a large Star Destroyer and was fitted with a command tower

similar to those used on Kuat warship models.

The station consisted of multiple giant turbines that could generate a vortex within the atmosphere of

whichever planet it was orbiting. On top of the turbine array was a hangar used to store Imperial

starfighters. There was also docking moors for capital ships on the sides.

Achtnak Station was hidden within the gas giant Yavin where it launched TIE fighter attacks on Massassi

Station.

The TIEs would fly out through the calm central 'eye' in the vortex and return once the attacks were

complete. Upon receiving a special transponder signal from each fighter, engineers aboard the Achtnak

Station would start the turbines and re-open the vortex.

With the vortex closed, no trace could be found through either instrumental or visual scan of Yavin's

storm-wracked clouds; the TIEs would have appeared to vanish in thin air.

Only because he was tracking Baron Tagge's personal ship was Luke Skywalker in the right place at the

right time to see the vortex opening to receive supplies. Achtnak Station was destroyed by Luke, who

infiltrated it using a stolen TIE containing a salvaged transponder. As a result, Baron Tagge swore

vengeance on the young Rebel. 
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